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Learning partner?

• What’s been done differently in the past weeks? Has your role changed?

• Have you improved your process in any way as a result of COVID 19? 

• Did your decision-making process alter?

• WHY have you been able to do it?

• Has your voice/opinion been respected, rejected or ignored?

• Have you felt, despite the overlaying fear and panic, ever so slightly more 
engaged? Why do you think that might have been? 


• How can you translate what you’ve done recently into long lasting policy 
changes or communication changes? 

• Has your organisation embraced failure, learnt from shortcomings or 
altered their “risk appetite” in any way?


• What happened? How was it communicated to the public? How did the 
public respond?

• How do you embed the good new practice that’s emerging?

• How can we be transparent and accountable at every level?

• How do we get and keep leadership involved and championing the new?


✦ Existing role = non-critical 

✦ New role = essential based on my skill set and previous experiences. 
✦ New role creating new process for dealing with demand from public and to provide 

support from existing staff supply. All processes must be compliant, legal and 
support both public and staff volunteers. this HAD to exist within the span of a few 
days Since communications Were issued. 

✦ I was responsible for all decision making in relation to the process without having 
to check or seek approval. Trust was the highest I have experienced within much of 
my local government career.

✦ My skills and experiences were of utmost value.  
✦ Personality, politics and double checking were obsolete overnight. 
✦ Trust, autonomy and delivery became the key factors in the workplace meaning 

individuals felt empowered to make decisions, revisit them, knowing they were doing 
everything to the best of their ability. 

✦ I felt respected, even if a difference of opinion existed, it was given 5 minutes of air 
time, compromise made and moved on.  

✦ Meetings were 5 minutes, not 60 minutes!

✦ Yes, in abundance. I’ve seen long standing public servants feel the same as well, 
achieving more in days than in entire months/years prior. I imagine this was because 
hierarchy disappeared, customer and product delivery was the focus, much like in 
the private sector. We need something and we need it fast – there was a genuine 
burning platform and people  were able to respond. 

✦ It might be possible to use this experience to demonstrate how many layers of 
Management. are  unnecessary, how fast decision making can be possible within local 
government, and that the model of learning and improving can be done side by side 
with service delivery.  

✦ We designed a process, rolled it out and then changed it every day based on 
feedback from call handlers, data entrants, and customers. The process didn’t 
settle for 2 weeks but this rapid improvement event allowed people to utilise their 
skills, autonomy and new decision making powers to change and adapt fast, without 
committee approval. It was noticeable as more management layers became involved, 
whilst some bigger issues were unpicked, progress otherwise slowed, discussion crept 
in and we had to remind ourselves of the immediacy to maintain the pace.

✦ Every one was in a change environment, something which is not familiar to all, but 
that we were all in it gave a sense of unity and working towards the same goal, 
at the same pace. 

✦ We didn’t fail, we just listened to the process, made enhancements, stopped things 
that added no value and refined the process until it was working. we did this with 
the process live. 

✦ We allocated roles and responsibilities early  - process owner, data controller, 
data cleanser etc. People just got on with their element. 

✦ we put in place daily calls to help iron out issues and take steer from working 
group if necessary but in almost all cases changes were made live, with notification 
being provided in daily updates, not approval or consent.  

✦ No one was talking about failure or success - just delivery, learning and 
collaboration.  

✦ We communicated early with the public, we created call scripts and ensured the 
messaging was consistent – even when it was changing, the core message was “help 
is available but bear with us”. The public respond to honest and open 
communication.

✦ This is the trickiest element. New practises begin to be overwhelmed by layers of 
bureaucracy and the change agents need to flex their change muscles to try and 
help everyone keep that focus.  

✦ New communication channels opened up and Managers Began to trust staff.  
✦ It was important to maintain regular and consistent communication with all groups 

as the pace moved into phase 2.  
✦ Leadership need time to reflect on what was possible and listen to feedback from 

staff about how the new operating model was different/better and what elements 
could be kept.  

✦ Change ambassadors and agitators are key in this process – using data, examples 
and testimony from the past month to show what’s possible and why we must 
learn from this experience.
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